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Alameda County Mental Health Board 
ADULT COMMITTEE APPROVED MINUTES  

August 15, 2016 ♦ 12:00pm-2:00pm 
Alvarado Niles Room 

 
Meeting called to order @ 12:00pm by Alane Friedrich  
 
Welcome/Introductions 
 

MHAB Members:   Alane Friedrich, Luvenia Jones and Sheldon Koiles  
BHCS Staff:   Jennifer Mullane, James Wagner and Michael Lisman 
Committee Members:    Ben Blake (BACS), Steve Bischoff (MHAAC), Hazel King (MHAAC),  
  Bettye Foster (FERC), Wilma Gaines (MHAAC), Francesca (MHAAC) and  
  Beverly Bergman (MHAAC)  

 

ITEM DISCUSSION  PLAN/ACTION 

Introduction  Everyone was welcomed and introduction was made.   

Chair Report  Ms. Friedrich stated that she’s working on improving committee’s attendance. 
She’s sending invitations to various people, she invited the new Crisis Services 
Director to attend. She mentioned that Michael Lisman is leaving Alameda County.  
 
Michael Lisman talked about the 5 county operated clinics that he is supervising.  

 

A Provider’s Viewpoint of 
System Needs by 
Steve Bischoff, Executive 
Director, Mental Health 
Association of Alameda  
County 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A provider’s viewpoint of system needs included details e.g.  
 Mentioned that one comment from the stakeholder’s input was “the most 

expensive level of services are crisis care” 
 What is really needed to do is to reach out to people before they are in crisis 

and before they seek services to hospitals.  
 Need to increase in-community services for crisis support suicide prevention 
 Need to have a part time staff person at John George to follow-up with suicide 

attempters 
 It would be nice to have a mobile crisis in different locations than Oakland area   
 New development that BHCS has now is an evaluation team that’s a 

combination of police officers and clinical staff who go out particularly for 5150 
calls but also for potential early crisis intervention. 
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A Provider’s Viewpoint of 
System Needs (Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Need to recognize family caregivers that support their loved ones and it’s 
important to include family members. Confidentially is important but it shouldn’t 
cause difficulty to communicate with family caregivers.  

 Don’t have enough resources and really need to work to increase them.  
 Need to continue looking at the state level Medical waiver to possibly pay for 

peer support specialist 
 Need to know existing and potential community resources e.g. churches  
 BHCS needs to include constituency e.g. consumers, family caregivers, 

providers and people from the community. People need to be involved in 
planning, program development, evaluation, policy making, and all aspects of 
the system because it’s something that is not really happening right now.  

 People need to know what is going on for example: the creation of Crisis 
Services Division. He hopes that the new Crisis Director gives a place to focus 
to look at involving constituency in planning the system and from then on 
moving more to other aspects of BHCS.  

 To move ahead, really need advocacy with BHCS and hoping that this 
committee and the MHAB will support.   

 
The committee chair expressed that the MHAB was not aware of the Crisis 
planning and by law they are supposed to be part of the planning process and 
should have been informed about having new Crisis Division but they were not 
asked or consulted about it.  
 
It was expressed that people who have been around for a while have some 
quality information that would help with the planning to avoid repeating 
mistakes because they know what work and what did not work in the past.  
 
It was clarified that the Dept. had 2 crisis planning processes where the 
creation of a Crisis Division and Crisis Division Director were recommended. 
Both planning processes were presented to the MHAB and expressed that 
there was a lot of input from the community around crisis planning. It was also 
presented to Crisis Providers monthly meeting and there were feedback there. 
There was an opportunity from the Dept. to hear feedback from stakeholders, 
the MHAB and the Board of Supervisors.  
 
It was expressed that there was a huge effort to invite people from the 
community to give input but the communication was not quite as good as it 
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A Provider’s Viewpoint of 
System Needs (Cont.) 

could have been as it seems that there was not much input though there was a 
lot meetings and surveys but people didn’t know about them.   
 
It was added that the Dept. took all the feedback from both of the stakeholder 
groups and incorporate them into the decision making.  
 
Several MHAB members expressed that they were not aware of the planning 
process and wondering if only certain members of the board were notified. 
They felt that the board seems to be ineffective as they were not informed of 
many issues and planning processes.  

 It would be nice to get info from meetings i.e. Adult Mental Health Providers 
meeting to a broader group for people to know what is going on.   

 Need to know what resources are available e.g. Innovations projects and need 
to know about the funds as well e.g. MHSA.   

 Need to learn from other counties, to know about their resources and 
programs.  

 ACCESS program needs more resources. 
 

A MHAB member expressed his appreciation of the outreach to the community 
outside the mental system to connect and he spoke about his effort on Peace 
Corps to connect consumers with entities that are in the mental health system to 
help destigmatize mental illness and also to do good work. He asked to advise him 
on how to reach out to consumers about Peace Corps.  
 
It was suggested to set up a separate meeting to talk about Peace Corps.  

Discussion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discussion took place on the following:  
 Sausal Creek-Hours: Monday-Friday-8am-6pm; Sat. 9am-5pm. It used to be 

24/7 but hours were downgraded because the after-hours capacity were not 
highly utilized. It’s an expensive program and it’s a program that is difficult to 
staff for a 24 hour facility.  

 
Currently, the county will be opening a combination of Crisis Residential 24/7 
and a Crisis Stabilization Unit (CSU) 24/7 to be operated by BACS and through 
SB82 funding.  
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Discussion (Cont.) It was mentioned that when Sausal Creek hours changed the census at PES 
increased. Sausal Creek gets the most referral from PES but if consumers 
don’t get there early they will not get seen the same day.  
 
Question: Is there effort around peer respite program? 
Answer: The county received 3 SB82 awards which were state funding for 
crisis programs mostly for capital improvement:  
1) Amber House-the first floor will be a 12 person CSU, someone can be 
brought on a 5150 but the person has to voluntarily participate in the program 
then Amber House can release 5150. If they don’t volunteer in the program, the 
5150 holds have to be transported to PES. The 2nd floor would be a 12 bed 
crisis residential program that the CSU can make referrals directly and other 
providers as well.   
2) CSU combination with crisis residential facilities  
3) Peer Respite for 6 beds and licensed as a crisis residential facility, staffed by 
people with lived experience and program directed by somebody with license 
as peer respite.  
 
It was addressed that a lot of consumers don’t understand the process on the 
SB82 programs.  
 
The reply was a chart could be created to include the SB82 programs.  

Updates on Adult System 
of Care  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The Vocational Director position will be vacant soon 
 The Adult System of Care Director oversees the following programs:  

 Vocational Program 
 Adult Clinics 
 Crisis Response Program and Acute Care meetings-will transition to the 

new Crisis Director  
 Criminal Justice Mental Health/Behavioral Health Courts  
 Community Based Organizations e.g. Telecare Programs, FSP 

 IHOT, Assisted Outpatient Treatment (AOT) and Community Conservatorship 
(CC) were implemented on July 1st 
 IHOT Teams-has 80 slots; to date, there are about 22 referrals  
 The AOT - the treatment program of Laura’s Law, it’s an FSP level of 

service through court ordered treatment. AOT got 6-8 referrals  
 CC is allowing people to go out to the community while still on 

conservatorship and live with families or apartment or licensed board and 
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Updates on Adult System 
of Care (Cont.) 

cares. CC got 3 referrals from JG inpatient, but all 3 referrals didn’t work 
out. 

 Updates on Asian Community Mental Health: BHCS contract with ACMH 
ended. Asian Health Services (AHS) now hold the contract but there is a 
transition period between ACMH and AHS. Many of ACMH staff transferred to 
AHS which is serving the same population of clients.  

REPORTS & Report 
Discussion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Patients’ Rights Report-The number of certification is increasing, staff is doing 
more hearings than to spend more time to do positive work particularly to 
monitor Title 9-Patients’ Rights. There is nothing alarming at this time. 

 
 800 Complaint Report-clarified info on the form e.g. added clinical matters are 

handled by Quality Assurance; referrals made to patients’ rights; state 
requirements; various issues addressed by clients such request to change 
case manager, missing personal items.  

    
 Wellness Centers-there was a Housing Authority workshop at Townhouse 

about 60 people attended. Hedco is picking up people from Townhouse about 
70 people. Townhouse has about 30-50 people depending on the day. People 
are getting great service and a lot of peer support. Still struggling with numbers 
in Pleasanton and Fremont, it’s steady but would like to see it grow.  

 
It was related that before the Wellness Centers model were changed they had 
250 unduplicated clients a year across four centers but now they have 4000-
5000 people for all four centers. The county is adding two more Wellness 
Centers, Bonita House will open one in Eastmont Mall in November and the 
county is working with Berkeley to open a wellness center there and both 
centers will have the same type of model with BACS.  
 

 A concern was addressed about a family member that’s been in the system for 
a really long time and would like for him to move forward. It was mentioned that 
there used to be a team with Telecare that meet with consumers and their 
family members to focus on where the consumer is going, recovery, housing, 
etc.  

 
It was related that Telecare is still doing family meetings.  
 
It was mentioned that Villa Fairmont has family support group.  
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REPORTS & Report 
Discussion (Cont.) 
 

 It was related that FERC will be working with the family advocates of the IHOT 
Team family members.    

 
FERC is still going strong, they’ve seen about 14600 family members since 
they opened in 2009. They are meeting new family members every day.  

 
 Family Caregiver Report-She is still working at John George and doing things 

that staff can’t deal with e.g. going out in the parking lot helping family 
members with loved ones who are out of control or help to get clients come in 
and also advocate in the lobby for a person who has been waiting for a long 
time and need to be seen.   

Committee Comment It was addressed that the committee hasn’t talk about outside the system, how to 
get people out of the system so that they don’t get recycled and expressed that 
consumers should have somewhere else to go beside psychiatrists.  
 
It was expressed that for consumers who have been in the system for more than 
30 years, she felt that there should be somebody who can meet with those 
consumers individually to get better and be able to move out of the system.  
   

 

 
Meeting Adjourned @ 2:00PM ◊ Minutes submitted by Agnes Catolos 


